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Murder, curses, and cupcakes... it&apos;s just your average day in Sweetland Cove.Ã‚Â .Page

Count: around 330 pagesAva Fortune is a paranormal baker by day, a witch investigator by

night.She is on the hunt again as a new wave of paranormal murders sweeps across Heavenly

Haven.This time, it&apos;s not just Sweetland Cove that&apos;s in trouble but also the neighboring

town... Mistmoor Point.Mistmoor Point has a supernatural enemy that will stop at nothing to

complete their mission, even if that means killing anyone who gets in their way.Yes, anyone... this

means witches, wizards, and humans are all in danger.Ã‚Â .Elections are just around the corner in

Mistmoor Point, and things seem to be going smoothly until an assassin is discovered.He&apos;s

taking out the candidates one by one.Ã‚Â .This time... only Ava can get to the bottom of the

case.Using her powers as a witch as well as a baker, Ava must figure out who hired the assassin

before it&apos;s too late.No one is safe on the island of witches...Ã‚Â .Can Ava catch the bad guy

before all the candidates end up dead and without getting herself arrested?It&apos;s a situation that

only Ava Fortune could herself into, but who can get her out?Page Count: around 330 pages
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Some has done a great job yet another wonderful story. I always have a hard time putting it down

until read from cover to cover. The characters are awesome,Heavenly Haven is a truly hidden gem.

Love the plots and twists too! Can't wait for the next one!!!

Very much enjoyed this book, wondering what Ava's next adventure will be and when the next

wedding will happen.

Love this book fun and exciting to read. Charictors have become family's favorite books

Another awesome installment! Keep them coming!!

While this book was not quite as exciting as the last installments....it was a good read. There was

not quite as much excitement going on in Sweetland Cove and Mistmoor Point as usual, this time

only one storyline took center stage......the election of a new mayor. Sound easy? Not on this island!

Someone is looking to merge the two communities under an old rule......and have only one Mayor

for both areas. Not something the communities of Sweetland Cove and Mistmoor Point want to see

happen. There is lots of excitement, assassins, a few dirty tricks and a death or two will keep your

attention. There is a new baker in Sweetland Cove and her ties to the community are surprising, but

we didn't learn nearly as much about her as we might have.....perhaps in the next installment. There

are a few twists and turns, but this installment is not nearly as 'busy' as the others. Keep reading

and keep your eye on the bumbling deputy Otis Winken and Tadpole, his unusual familiar.....there

are a few surprises and heartwarming moments there. All in all....it is a wonder book and lots of

interesting moments for Heavenly Haven and most certainly, well worth your time! Can't wait for the

next installment!!!

Batter and Spells, the newest Sweetland Witch Series by Zoe Arden, is the best yet. She has

established the characters and the setting and no longer needs to rely as strongly on witchcraft and

so is able to delve more deeply onto a compelling story. After the death (murder) of Mistmoor

Point's Mayor Singer, there obviously has to be an election. His widow, Tazzie, among others is



running for the position. Mayor Thomas of Sweetland seems to think he should be the mayor of

entire island. He is alone in that opinion. Suddenly, being a mayoral candidate seems deleterious to

one's health, not to mention, life. Moreover, it seems that someone is willing to pay, evidenced by

the discovery of a hit list with dollar amounts listed beside each name. Tazzie loses the election to

her opponent, Thaddeus Black, who turns up dead at his victory celebration. The last person to see

him had been...Tazzie Singer.Everyone gets involved: Colt Hudson, Sheriff Zane Knoxx, Sheriff

Lincoln Maxwell, Ava Fortune, Deputy Otis and his sidekick, Tadpole (a skunk), Ava Fortune.

Things start getting really odd when Otis reports to Sheriff Knoxx that a dead body has been found.

When this sheriff asks to whom it belongs, Otis replies, "You." Things escalate from there. Colt is

doubly stressed dealing with, not only the murders but also the fact his father is about to be

sentenced for his part in the vampire problems from the previous book. Weddings are called off,

elections are held, with surprising results, Ava's father has a girlfriend, a new bakery opens in

Sweetland, and on and on...a delight not to be missed.Read this series. It is fun. Plus you need to

read it all to get to this book, which is stunning in the author's growth and depth. It is not to be

missed. Zoe Arden is coming of age.I received a copy of this book at no charge in exchange for a

fair and honest review.

Assassins in disguises of town person areroaming around the island of HeavenlyHaven.What is

happening?? Why are they goingafter the mayoral candidates....jumpingsome....killing others??

Then a hit list ofcandidates with the price on each oneshead is found. Trouble is brewing on

theisland.This island is divided into two sections:Mistmoor Point and Sweetland Cove.The

mythology of the island comes from a1200 year old love legend that producesthe two factions of the

island due to brokenmarriage and hearts with sides being taken.The bakery's three fur

babies:Snowy the cat (Ava's familiar), Tootsie thecat (Trixie's familiar) and Rocky thewolfhound (

Eleanor's familiar) along withdeputy's pet skunk Tadpole make this storyfun.There is a new bakery

is town...Will it closedown Ava's Aunts bakery? Who is this newbaker? Does she really bake are

own products?Creative plot with creative, vivid, interesting,intriguing and some scary characters.The

suspense, danger, mystery combinetogether for an enjoyable read.Will Ava and her cohorts be able

to solve thesepuzzling happenings? Will Eleanor and thesheriff finally tie the knot?This is some

humor and some romance added.This is book is part of the Sweetland Witchcozy series. It can be

read as a stand alone.I volunteered to read this Advanced ReadersCopy. Thanks to the author for

the opportunity.My opinion is my own.



Mistmoor Point's mayor election was postponed. Now it is almost time for it to actually happen, and

the candidates are getting attacked. At the site of the first attack, they find a list....with candidates

name and a dollar amount for each one. A hit list!!!! Who would do such a thing? Tensions rise in

Mistmoor Point and Sweetland Cove, the two little towns on the tiny little island. Then a body is

found......it looks like Sheriff Knoxx!!! That is when they discover an assassin. Then things go from

bad to worse between the two towns. Can Ava, Colt and Sheriff Knoxx - the real one figure out what

is going on? Read the book to find out.
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